The speed in which the team was able
to complete the work was amazing.
To have actionable and measurable
plans that document exactly what we
have in each store is invaluable
– Senior Executive at Fortune 100 Retailer

Who Needs a Tape Measure
When We Have Lasers
Laser Scanning by WD Partners
Do you have a fleet of locations but no concrete data on what is
inside of each one? How can you expect to accurately outfit, remodel
or merchandise them? Laser scanning takes the guesswork out of
the equation. Save time and money while creating a single database
to manage all of your assets, making your footprint work harder &
smarter for you in this volatile retail industry.

That’s Where We Come In

WD is one of only a few companies that has begun
using sophisticated laser scanning technology
to help retailers accurately measure spaces,
but more importantly, keep real-time inventory
of their resources. Additionally, the scanning
process reduces time and work involved during
the measuring phase of projects, while improving
accuracy and the overall design process.

Our Approach

After thorough pre-planning, our laser scanning
team quickly captures 360° images of your entire
store providing measurable and accurate data
in hi-resolution formats. Back in the office, we
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overlay these images with CAD and BIM software
in order to provide a dimensional file that can be
used by designers, architects and engineers so that
the entire team is working from the same place
with a clear picture and inventory of the space.

Why WD

Having worked with over 500 clients on 30,000+
different projects across a variety of industries and
countries, we bring a vision that is unparalleled.
We are an organization backed by over 50
years of expertise and thought leadership. From
Strategy to Design, Operations to Architecture,
and Engineering to Construction, we can dream it,
manage it and get it built. WD, thinkers that do™

